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Proof of Concept Overview 

Valora has designed a Proof of Concept (“POC”) offering that allows 

select clients a chance to evaluate our game-changing solutions for Data 

Visualization and Hosting.  There is no risk or capital investment to 

participate in this program.  There is a small fee, which is credited toward 

a future project should you agree Valora’s solution works! 

 
Proof of Concept Elements 

 Valora performs coding, review and/or analytics on a live project 

or against a project that was previously completed.  Valora will 

analyze documents for up to 10 fields of coding or document 

review, including basic bibliographic fields (Author, Title, Date, 

etc.), as well as Privilege, Relevance or NearDuplicates. 

 Valora will accept up to 20,000 documents (additional documents 

may increase the cost). 

 Client must designate a case team member with intimate 

knowledge about the case and the issues associated with it – a 

Subject Matter Expert (“SME”), typically an attorney. 

 The designated SME must commit to participate in the POC and 

interact with Valora’s team as necessary. 

 SME participation includes providing Valora’s Project Manager 

with a full overview of the case, responding to inquires about our 

results, reviewing specific documents to confirm the accuracy of 

our automated processes and providing feedback around 

BlackCat’s configuration.   

 The client must also designate a technical resource within their 

firm or organization to address output requirements and to 

troubleshoot any loading issues.  

 Client agrees to sign a contract with Valora that outlines the terms 

of the POC, including an agreement to render payment for 

services performed.  

 

Total Cost 
$3,500 

 

 

What is BlackCat? 

BlackCat
TM

 is a hosted data 
platform for large-scale, document-
intensive matters in litigation and 
records management.  Inside 
BlackCat, users appreciate easy, 
instinctual point & click reporting; 
unlimited search, correlation and 
classification capabilities; data 
tracking, trendlining and 
forecasting; and an ability to track 
their processing, analysis and 
review progress in real-time. 
 
BlackCat is not a large-scale manual 
review platform, but rather a 
reporting and auditing mechanism 
specifically for complex analytics 
processing.  BlackCat is especially 
optimized for projects requiring 
heavy automated data analysis and 
processing, rather than mostly 
linear or manual workflows.  
BlackCat has been especially tuned 
to optimize and display Valora’s 
unique analytics results, such as 
graphical representations of who 
communicates with whom, and 
how different Issues, People and 
Document Types manifest over the 
lifetime of the matter.    
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Valora reserves the right to deny any request for participation in this program if any of the client requirements 

are not met. Valora reserves the right to cancel the POC with no notice if the client is not meeting the 

requirements for POC participation. 


